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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Refereed Publications:


  - Selected for 2nd Place for the journal’s Best Paper Award for 2016-2017.


  - Finalist (Top 3) for the 2016 Bernard J. LaLonde Best Paper Award.


- 2013 Highly Commended Award Winner, Literati Network Awards for Excellence (One of top three papers published in IJPDL in 2013)


Research Under Review:


Research in Progress


Gocer, Aysu, Yao Jin, & Stan Fawcett, “Supply Chain Risk and Sustainability Dimensions in Food Retailing,” Writing; Target: Journal of Supply Chain Management.


National Conference Proceedings or Presentations


Jin, Yao, Brent Williams, Travis Tokar, & Matthew Waller, (2016) “Forecasting with Temporally Aggregated Demand Signals in a Retail Supply Chain,” Invited Presentation, Decision Sciences Annual Meeting, Austin, TX.


Jin, Yao, Amydee Fawcett, & Stanley Fawcett (2012) “Supply Chain Integration Revisited: What Have We Learned?” North American Research Symposium, Phoenix, AZ.


Practitioner-Oriented Publications


Sponsored and Funded Research Project

Barratt, Mark, Annibal Camara Sodero, & Yao Jin (2014). Big Data in the Retail Supply Chain, Sponsored by Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (Approximately $25,000).

TEACHING ACTIVITIES

Global Strategic Sourcing (Miami)
Fall 2016 Section A Teaching Evaluation: 3.00 out of 4.00
Fall 2016 Section B Teaching Evaluation: 3.30 out of 4.00
Fall 2015 Section D Teaching Evaluation: 3.60 out of 4.00
Fall 2015 Section C Teaching Evaluation: 3.03 out of 4.00
Spring 2015 Section B Teaching Evaluation: 3.13 out of 4.00
Spring 2015 Section A Teaching Evaluation: 2.84 out of 4.00

Introduction to Operations and Supply Chain Management (Miami)
16-17(J) Section B Teaching Evaluation: 4.00 out of 4.00
15-16(J) Section C Teaching Evaluation: 4.00 out of 4.00
Fall 2014 Section I Teaching Evaluation: 3.42 out of 4.00
Fall 2014 Section H Teaching Evaluation: 3.52 out of 4.00
Spring 2014 Section F Teaching Evaluation: 2.99 out of 4.00
Spring 2014 Section E Teaching Evaluation: 3.5 out of 4.00
Fall 2013 Section A Teaching Evaluation: 3.67 out of 4.00
Fall 2013 Section B Teaching Evaluation: 3.69 out of 4.00
Principles of Transportation (Arkansas)
Fall 2011 Teaching Evaluation: 4.8 out of 5.0
Spring 2012 Teaching Evaluation: 4.8 out of 5.0
Fall 2012 Teaching Evaluation: 4.7 out of 5.0

Data Analysis and Interpretation (Arkansas)
Fall 2010 Teaching Evaluation: 4.9 out of 5.0
Spring 2011 Teaching Evaluation: 4.5 out of 5.0

Production & Delivery of Goods and Services (Arkansas)
Spring 2013 Teaching Evaluation: 4.8 out of 5.0

---

**SERVICE ACTIVITIES, MEMBERSHIPS, AND AWARDS**

**Academic Service**

Editorial Advisory Board Member for *International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management*.

Editorial Review Board Member for *Journal of Business Logistics*.

Editorial Review Board Member for *Journal of Supply Chain Management*.

Current Ad-hoc Reviewer for
- Supply Chain Management: An International Journal
- Decision Sciences Journal of Innovative Education
- Journal of Business Logistics
- International Journal of Logistics Management
- Journal of Business Research
- Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management

FSB Supply Chain Management Curriculum (2013 – Present)
Management Department Chair Search Committee (2017)
Faculty Search Committee – Assistant/Associate Professor for SCM (2016)
Session Chair for Summer AMA Educator’s Conference (2012)
Discussant for Marketing and Public Policy Conference (2011)
Supply Chain Management Doctoral Student Representative for
- Dean’s Advisory Board (2011 – 2013)
- AACSB Re-Accreditation Committee (2011)

**Academic Honors and Awards**

CAPS Research Grant (2012)
Doctoral Academy Fellow, University of Arkansas, 2009 – Current
Beta Gamma Sigma, 2006
Top Finance Student, Centenary College of Louisiana, 2005
Sigma Beta Delta, 2004
Dean’s List, Centenary College of Louisiana, 2001 – 2005
Nancy M. Christian Scholar, Centenary College of Louisiana, 2001 – 2005